Editorial
limited because the trial was insufficiently
powered to determine equivalence and
exercise modes and volumes were inevitably different between the groups.
Previous studies comparing remotely
supported PR conducted in patients’ home
environment have suggested the benefits
1,2
1,2
were non-inferior to conventional centre-
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based PR.9–13 In some, similar to the study
by Hansen et al,6 increments in exercise
to
technical
problems
occurring
in
only
12
The global COVID-19 pandemic and the
performance following the intervenconcomitant social distancing measures of 1902 connections—an important issue tion were lower in the conventional PR
taken in many countries to suppress trans- because previous studies have highlighted arm9 10 12 compared with those observed
mission of the virus has had an immediate problems with web literacy in people in routine clinical practice.14 Field walking
and profound effect on the provision of eligible for PR.7 8 Patients allocated to the performance is potentially less subject to
pulmonary rehabilitation (PR) services. control arm attended conventional super- a placebo effect in trials than measures
Conventional PR programmes organised vised group PR sessions in groups of 6–12 of health status and therefore might offer
around groups of people attending a reha- over 10–12 weeks.
useful insight on the degree to which the
bilitation centre have been suspended in
The authors hypothesised that tele- results of such trials can be generalised
most affected countries to ensure vulner- rehabilitation would be superior to and the degree to which participants are
able people are effectively shielded from conventional PR because adherence to representative of the general PR populathe virus. However, the need for PR has PR sessions would be greater. In fact, tion. In interpreting these individual trials,
not gone away and consideration is under they observed no between-
group differ- the devil is often in the detail surrounding
way about how best to provide effective ence in the primary endpoint (6 min walk the intensity of the intervention, eligibility
therapy in the context of the current distance) or indeed secondary outcomes criteria for participants, statistical methcrisis.1 2 The issue of enhancing access to including respiratory symptoms, quality odology (intention to treat vs per-protocol
effective PR is not a new one. The over- of life, physical activity and lower-
limb comparisons) and relative dropout
whelming evidence for the effectiveness of muscle function. Importantly, although rates which are frequently different
the intervention (reducing disability, completion rates were notionally better in between study groups.10 13 Other studies
improving quality of life3 and potentially the tele-rehabilitation arm, adherence to have suggested that tele-
rehabilitation
offering a survival advantage for those PR (judged by attendance at PR sessions) approaches can be complementary to
who complete the programme4) has been was not different between the groups. The conventional centre-
based interventions,
tempered by well-
documented problems authors can be congratulated on under- for example as a means to maintain the
across many healthcare systems in ensuring taking a rigorous, scientifically robust trial benefits of PR15 or for those unable or
PR is accessible for all who need it.5 It is of an important service delivery method- unwilling to participate in the standard
this problem that has taken centre stage in ology for PR. What do the results of this offering.16
the field in recent years, and the need for trial and other recent investigations tell
It is self-
evident that extending the
innovation in the delivery of PR is a clear us about how such an innovation might choice of programme delivery available to
and urgent challenge in the context of the perform in practice?
patients will be helpful to PR practitioners
current pandemic.
In addition to indicating that the and referrers who have a key role in encourHelpfully, in the linked article, Hansen home teleconferencing format did not aging participation. It is very unlikely that
and colleagues report the results of a enhance adherence, the reported recruit- one format will prove superior to others
randomised controlled trial comparing ment rates suggest it might not enhance as patients will have a variety of support
home-based
tele-rehabilitation
with uptake of an offer of PR as two-
thirds needs based on individual factors, such
conventional centre-based PR in a popu- of those approached declined participa- as self-
efficacy, activation, education
lation with severe COPD.6 Participants tion in the trial because they wanted to level and disease severity. Testing these
in the experimental arm of the study attend conventional centre-based PR. This approaches may require cluster designs
were provided with a touchscreen video- provides an illustration of the difficulties with randomisation/comparison made at
conferencing device together with basic in testing the effectiveness of extending a programme rather than a patient level.
home exercise equipment (dumbbells and choice of PR delivery format through trials The most important consideration in evala one-step box). PR sessions were provided involving randomisation at the patient uating such innovations in PR delivery
by video conference in groups of up to eight level. Participants are required a priori to is ensuring that improvements in uptake
participants over a period of 10 weeks. be able to undertake either format, and the and adherence to PR are achieved without
Importantly, the system was extremely first action in taking part in a trial is the sacrificing the efficacy of the intervention.
easy to use, with patient cancellations due removal of choice through random assign- Therapeutic efficacy can be gauged by
ment. Although increments in exercise assessing service outcomes in the context
1
performance observed by Hansen et al6 of an audit/quality improvement frameCentre for Exercise and Rehabilitation Science
(CERS), NIHR Leicester Biomedical Research Centre –
were significant (but not different between work such as that provided in the UK by
Respiratory, Glenfield Hospital, Leicester, UK
groups), the magnitude was smaller than the National Asthma and COPD Audit
2
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expected, raising concerns that the study Programme (https://www.rcplondon.ac.
Leicester, Leicester, UK
population was not representative or the uk/ p rojects/ n ational- a sthma- a nd- c opd-
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interventions were not sufficiently intense audit-
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nacap). In this model,
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or individualised. Inferences on the rela- key quality control (clinical outcome)
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tive efficacy of the two interventions are and assurance (process) benchmarks
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are identified nationally, and individual
programmes submit performance metrics
that are measured against these benchmarks. Outlier policies can identify
programmes where innovations are being
tested whose outcomes fall outside the
accepted limits. In this way trade-
offs
between accessibility and effectiveness can
be understood and information provided
to PR practitioners to help patients make
informed choices.
The longer term impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic on provision of
service to people with chronic respiratory disease is uncertain but could well
be significant. The requirement for rapid
deployment of alternative means of maintaining patient contact and communication is likely to inform and change services
in the future. Similarly, we can expect
patients to exercise more caution about
attending face-to-face or group activities
because of heightened awareness of cross-
infection risks, which may exacerbate
already low levels of PR uptake. The PR
community is ready to innovate to solve
this problem, but as the linked trial highlights we will need to be watchful that the
value of the intervention is not diluted.

